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Joshua 14
□ Lesson #1—Be willing to be in the _____________.


“It is when the unbelieving cast contempt upon the Word of God that the faithful
Calebs are called for. It is then that they will stand firm at the post of duty, without
parade, and without swerving because of reproach. The unbelieving spies stood
ready to destroy Caleb. He saw the stones in the hands of those who had brought a
false report, but this did not deter him; he had a message, and he would bear it. The
same spirit will be manifested today by those who are true to God.” (2SM 369)

□ Lesson #2—Grow ___________ as you grow ____________.


Isaiah 46:3, 4

□ Lesson #3—Ask God for your _____________ .


Heinrich Harrer: “‘Forward’ was the only way now; no more turning back. The past
was wiped out, all that mattered was the future; and the future lay over the snow‐
plastered, ice‐glazed summit‐wall. I believe no man can be completely able to
summon all his strength, all his will, all his energy, for the last desperate move, till he
is convinced that the last bridge is down behind him and that there is nowhere to go
but on.” (The White Spider 116)



We need to shift the paradigm on that towering mountain before us—so that rather
than defining it as an ___________, we ask God to give it to us as an
_____________.

□ Lesson #4—Follow God “ __________________”.


“It was Caleb’s faith that gave him courage. . . . [Even so] to follow Jesus requires
_______________ conversion at the start, and a _____________ of this conversion
every day.” (2BC 1113)



Go to Mt Calvary every morning by reading the story of the cross in Matthew 27.

“Give me this mountain!”
Minority, bolder, older, mountain, obstacle, opportunity, wholeheartedly, wholehearted,
repetition

